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Two hundred fifty-conductor vinyl jacketed cords. Conductors are No. 27 A WG stranded copper wire having vinyl insulation. 
At plug end, the conductors are divided into five cord arms, each wired to a KS-16689 Ll plug. 
The plugs and connectors are provided with nonreturnable dust covers. 
Length of cord measured over the main cord body is 8 feet. 
D250A-87, B-87, C-87, & D-87: At set end, the conductors are terminated in fourteen KS-16671 L3 plugs or dead ended and stored 

as spares. 
D250A-87 : Intended for use with No. 2 Type Telephone Consoles (No . 5 Crossbar) . 
D250B-87 : Intended for use with No. 2 Type Telephone Consoles (No . 701B PBX). 
D250C-87: Intended for use with No. 2 Type Telephone Consoles (No. 757A PBX). 
D250D-87 : Intended for use with No. 2A Type Telephone Consoles (No. 5 Crossbar "Prestandard" only). 
D250E-87: At connector end the conductors are divided into five cord arms, each wired to a KS-16690 Ll connector. 

Initial use: No. 761 PBX Console for the hotel-motel system. 
D250F-87: The set end is equipped with a terminal board provided with four pads for screw attachment to the base of the set. 

Five arms are attached to the terminal board for in-line assembly with the five keys of the set. Each arm is equipped with 
six or seven plugs, each having a different color. The light beige plug is the chaining plug and the other six plugs are in
tended to provide interchangeable connections to each of the button positions of the key . Free conductors are terminated 
with spade tips and assembled to the terminal board, arranged in groups for set assembly or dead dressed for possible future 
needs. Unequipped conductors are dead ended at the cord jacket. 

Plug end is finished in five cord arms, each of which is equipped with a KS-16689 L3 plug. 
Intended for use in the 30-button telephone sets No. 3641A1A, A2A, A3A, A16A, and A17A in the AUTOVON System. 

D250G-87: On the plug end, each arm is equipped with a KS-16689 L3 plug. Set end has 222 conductors arranged for connection 
to eight KS-16671 Ll plugs mounted on two metal connector frames and one KS-16689 Ll plug. Of the remaining conductors, 
twenty are dead ended and eight are equipped with spade type cord tips which are dead dressed and stored for possible 
future optional services. 

Intended to be used with the No. 16A Type Telephone Consoles which are part of the No. 800A PBX System . 
D250H-87 : Plug end is finished in five cord arms, each of. which is equipped with a KS-16689 L3 plug. 

Set end has 194 conductors arranged in thirteen cord arms, each of which is equipped with a KS-16671 Ll plug. The remaining 
56 conductors are dead ended. 

Initial use: With a new console for No. 1 ESS to provide incoming Trunk Identification and Trunk Busy Signals. 
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